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We consider a family of slightly extended version of Raynaud’s surfaces X over the field
of positive characteristic with Mumford–Szpiro type polarizations Z, which have Kodaira
non-vanishing H1(X,Z−n) 6= 0 for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N with some N ≥ 1. The surfaces are
at least normal but smooth under a special condition. We also give a fairly large family of
non-Mumford–Szpiro type polarizations Za,b with Kodaira non-vanishing.
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1. Introduction
Let X be a projective variety over an algebraically closed field k and Z an ample invertible sheaf on X . It is well known
that the Kodaira vanishing theorem does not hold if the characteristic of the field char(k) = p is positive. The first counter-
example has been found by Raynaud [1]. He constructed a smooth polarized surface (X,Z) with H1(X,Z−1) 6= 0 using
Tango structure [2]. Mukai [3] generalized Raynaud’s construction to obtain polarized smooth projective varieties (X,Z) of
any dimension with H1(X,Z−1) 6= 0. He also showed that, if a smooth projective surface X is a counter-example to Kodaira
vanishing, then X must be either hyperelliptic with p = 2, 3 or of general type. The construction similar to Mukai’s has been
also studied by Takeda [4–6] and Russel [7]. Mumford [8] and Szpiro [9] gave a sufficient condition for a polarized smooth
projective surface to be a counter-example to Kodaira vanishing and pointed out that Raynaud’s examples are its instances.
Szpiro [10] and Lauritzen–Rao [11] also gave different counter-examples to Kodaira vanishing. Mumford [12] constructed a
normal polarized surface (X,Z) with H1(X,Z−1) 6= 0 but it is not known whether desingularizations of X satisfy Kodaira
vanishing.
The aim of this paper is to give a natural extension of Raynaud’s counter-examples by supplying details which were
omitted by Raynaud. Recall that Raynaud’s examples are cyclic covers of ruled surfaces over smooth projective curves of
genus g ≥ 2. The degree ` of the cyclic covers is ` = 2 for p ≥ 3 and ` = 3 for p = 2. Notice that Kodaira vanishing
holds for ruled surfaces [13,3]. The smooth curvemust have a special kind of divisor called Tango structure (Tango–Raynaud
structure) and this gives a strong restriction to the genus g of the curve, i.e. p must divide 2g − 2. We consider a weaker
condition called pre-Tango, which is satisfied by any smooth curves with g ≥ p [14], but in this case the obtained surface is
singular.
As is implicitly described in [1], we can choose the degree ` of cyclic cover more freely. In Mukai’s construction [3], `
can be any integer≥ 2 with (p, `) = 1 (and a mild condition), but then we must take normalization to construct the cyclic
cover. In this paper, we consider an additional condition ` | p + 1. This assures the normality of the cyclic cover without
normalization and moreover the computation of cohomologies H i(X,Zn) is much easier. Then we have more examples of
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Kodaira non-vanishing. Namely, for the polarizations (X,Zn)with n ≥ 1. These surfaces are normal if the base curve C has
a pre-Tango structure and smooth if C has a Tango structure.
In Section 2, we will present the construction of our generalized Raynaud surface X , which is the cyclic cover of degree
` of the ruled surface P over a curve C with pre-Tango structure. In Section 3, we show that KX is ample if (p, `) = (3, 4)
and p ≥ 5 (Proposition 9) and in this case we have Kodaira type vanishing H1(X, K−1X ) = 0 (Proposition 11). Then we apply
the Mumford–Szpiro condition to obtain the polarization (X,Z)with Kodaira non-vanishing (Proposition 15). Then we will
compute the cohomology H1(X,Z−n), n ≥ 1 (Theorem 18) to show that there exists N > 0 such that this cohomology is
non-trivial for all 1 ≤ n ≤ N (Theorem 19). Finally, we give a class of polarizations with Kodaira non-vanishing, which are
not of Mumford–Szpiro type (Theorem 21).
2. Fibered surfaces on pre-Tango curves
In this section, we present the construction of our polarized surface, which is a cyclic cover of a ruled surface over a
smooth projective curve. This is an extension of Raynaud’s counter-example [1] allowing more variations of the degree of
the cyclic cover and aweaker condition for the base curve. See [3–6,14,15] for similar constructions and detailed description.
In the following, let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic char(k) = p > 0.
2.1. Pre-Tango and Tango structures
Let C be a smooth projective curve over k with genus g ≥ 2. We denote by K(C) the function field of C and we define
K(C)p = {f p | f ∈ K(C)}. Then the Tango-invariant n(C) is defined by
n(C) := max
{
deg
[
(df )
p
]
| f ∈ K(C) \ K(C)p
}
,
where [·] denotes round down of coefficients, see [2]. We know that 0 ≤ n(C) ≤ 2(g−1)p and C is called a pre-Tango curve (or
a Tango curve) if n(C) > 0 (or n(C) = 2(g−1)p ). This means the existence of an ample divisor D on C such that (df ) ≥ pD(> 0)
(or (df ) = pD(> 0)) with some f ∈ K(C) \ K(C)p. We call the invertible sheafL := OC (D) a pre-Tango structure (or a Tango
structure) of C .
Pre-Tango structure can be described in other way around. Consider the relative Frobenius morphism F : C ′ −→ C and
let B1 be the image of the push forward F∗d : F∗OC ′ −→ F∗Ω1C ′ of the Kähler differential d : OC ′ −→ Ω1C ′ . Then we have
the following short exact sequence
0 −→ OC −→ F∗OC ′ −→ B1 −→ 0. (1)
Now any ample invertible subsheafL ⊂ B1 is a pre-Tango structure of C and the existence of such subsheaves is assured if
g ≥ p (see Cor. 1.5 [14]), namely, curves with large genus are pre-Tango.
In the rest of this section, we consider a pre-Tango structureL = OC (D) of a pre-Tango curve C .
2.2. Dividing (pre-)Tango structure
Consider the Jacobi variety J which consists of all the divisors of degree 0 on C . It is well known that for any positive
integer e, the map ϕe : J −→ J s.t. ϕe(D0) = eD0 is surjective (cf. page 62 [16]), i.e. every D0 ∈ J can be divided by e. Thus
we know that, for every N 3 e ≥ 2 such that e| degL, there exists an ample invertible sheafN withL = N e.
2.3. Construction of the ruled surface P and the divisor E + C ′′
Tensoring (1) byL−1 to take the global sections, we have
0 −→ H0(C,B1 ⊗L−1) η−→H1(C,L−1) F∗−→H1(C,L−p).
On the other hand, we have the short exact sequence
0 −→ B1 −→ F∗Ω1C ′ c−→Ω1C −→ 0 (2)
where c is the Cartier operator [17]. By tensoring (2) byL−1 to take the global sections, we have
0 −→ H0(C,B1 ⊗L−1) −→ H0(C, F∗(Ω1C ′(−pD)))
c(−D)−→ H0(C,Ω1C ⊗L−1).
Then we know Ker F∗ ∼= H0(C,B1 ⊗ L−1) = Ker c(−D) ∼= {df | f ∈ K(C), (df ) ≥ pD}, which is non-trivial since C is
pre-Tango (cf. Lemma 12 [2]).
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Now take any 0 6= df0 ∈ H0(C,B1 ⊗L−1). Then ξ := η(df0) is a non-trivial element in H1(C,L−1) ∼= Ext 1OC (L,OC ), so
that we have a non-splitting extension
0 −→ OC −→ E −→ L −→ 0 (3)
where E is a locally free sheaf of rank 2.
Moreover, we have 0 = F∗ξ ∈ H1(C,L−p) ∼= Ext 1OC (Lp,OC ) and the corresponding split extension
0 −→ OC −→ F∗E −→ Lp −→ 0 (4)
is just the Frobenius pullback of the sequence (3). Using the splitting maps and tensoring by L−p we obtain another exact
sequence
0 −→ OC −→ F∗E ⊗L−p −→ L−p −→ 0. (5)
Now from the sequences (3) and (5) we obtain two ruled surfaces and their canonical cross sections σ and τ . Namely,
pi : P = P(E) −→ C, E := σ(C) ⊂ P
where E is determined, as a Cartier divisor, by the global section s that is the image of 1 by the inclusion H0(C,OC ) ↪→
H0(C, E) = H0(P,OP(1)) induced from (3) and
pi ′ : P ′ = P(F∗E ⊗L−p) ∼= P(F∗E) −→ C C˜ ′′ := τ(C)
where C˜ ′′ is determined, as a Cartier divisor, by the global section t ′′ that is the image of 1 by the inclusion H0(C,OC ) ↪→
H0(C ′, F∗E ⊗L−p) ∼= H0(P ′,OP ′(1)) induced from (5). Now we define the morphism ϕ : P −→ P ′ over C by taking the pth
power of the coordinates of pi−1(x) ∼= P1k(⊂ P) to obtain the coordinates of (pi ′)−1(x) ∼= P1k(⊂ P ′) for every x ∈ C . Then we
set C ′′ = ϕ−1(C˜ ′′). By construction, we have OP(C ′′) ∼= OP(p)⊗ pi∗L−p and C ′′ is a curve in P and which has degree p over
C . We know that E ∩ C ′′ = ∅. E is smooth since E ∼= C via σ .
2.4. Purely inseparable cover pi |C ′′ : C ′′ → C
Now as a Cartier divisor we write D = {(Ui, gi)}i, where C = ⋃i Ui is an open covering, gi ∈ K(C) is the local equation
of D. By taking a finer covering, we can assume that E |Ui are the free OUi-modules. Then we can describe (df ) ≥ pD by
f = {(Ui, gpi ci)}i ∈ K(C)with K(C)p 63 ci ∈ OUi , i.e. (df )|Ui = (gpi dci). Then,
Proposition 1. We have
C ′′|Ui = ProjOUi [x, y]/(cixp + yp).
In particular, C ′′ is a purely inseparable covering of C.
Proof. The sequence (3) is locally as follows:
0 −→ OUi −→ OUi ⊕ OUig−1i −→ OUig−1i −→ 0
so that we have P|Ui = Proj(S(OUi ⊕OUig−1i )) = ProjOUi [x, y], where the indeterminates x and y represent the free basis 1
and g−1i . On the other hand, we know that the sequence (5) is locally as follows:
0 −→ OUi i−→(OUi ⊕ OUig−pi )⊗ OUigpi
j−→OUigpi −→ 0.
Themaps i and j come from the splittingmaps of (4) and they are defined by i(a) = (ci+g−pi )⊗agpi and j((a+bg−pi )⊗cgpi ) =
(ac − bcci)gpi for a, b, c ∈ OUi . The meaning of this definition is made clear when we consider the following isomorphisms.
(OUi ⊕ OUi · g−pi )⊗ OUi · gpi ∼= OUi · gpi ⊕ OUi · 1 ∼= OUi(cigpi , 1)⊕ OUi(gpi , 0)
where the second isomorphism is given by the correspondence agpi + b to b(cigpi , 1) + (a − bci)(gpi , 0). Then we have
i(a) = a(cigpi , 1) and j(a(cigpi , 1)+b(gpi , 0)) = bgpi for a, b ∈ OUi . Thus P ′|Ui = Proj(S((OUigpi ⊕OUi))) ∼= ProjOi[x′, y′]where
the indeterminates x′ and y′ represents the free basis gpi and 1. Also C˜ ′′ = τ(C) is locally the zero locus of t ′′|Ui = cigpi + 1,
so that we have
C˜ ′′|Ui = ProjOUi [x′, y′]/(cix′ + y′).
Since ϕ : P = ProjOUi [x, y] −→ P ′ = ProjOUi [x′, y′] is induced by the Frobenius OUi [x′, y′] 3 x′, y′ 7→ xp, yp ∈ OUi [x, y],
we have
C ′′|Ui = ProjOUi [x, y]/(cixp + yp). 
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Remark 1. By a similar discussion to the proof of Proposition 1 we can show
E|Ui = Proj(OUi [x, y]/(x)) ∼= SpecOUi [y].
Later we will construct cyclic covers of P ramified at E + C ′′ and the smoothness of the cyclic covers depends on the
smoothness of E and C ′′. Since E ∼= C is smooth by definition, we have to see if C ′′ is smooth. To this end, we must prepare
the following lemma.
Lemma 2. ΩC ′′/C ∼= pi∗OC (D).
Proof. By Proposition 1, we have C ′′|Ui = ProjOUi [xi, yi]/(cixpi + ypi ) with local parameters xi and yi, and (df ) ≥ pD with
f = {(Ui, gpi ci)}i ∈ K(C). Thus on Ui ∩ Uj we have gpi ci = gpj cj so that
(gpj cj)(g
−1
i xi)
p + ypi = cixpi + ypi = cjxpj + ypj = (gpj cj)(g−1j xj)p + ypj .
Thus we have g−1i xi = g−1j xj and yi = yj, and then
g−1i dxi = d(g−1i xi) = d(g−1j xj) = g−1j dxj
for d := dC ′′/C . Now on U˜i = Ui ∩ {yi 6= 0}, we have OC ′′ |U˜i = OU˜i [Xi]/(ciXpi + 1)with Xi := xi/yi and then
ΩC ′′/C |U˜i = OC ′′ |U˜i · g−1i dXi = pi∗OC (D)|U˜i .
Notice that we have g−1i dXi = g−1j dXj on U˜i ∩ U˜j.
On the other hand, on Uˆi = Ui ∩ {xi 6= 0}we can write
OC ′′ |Uˆi = OC [Yi]/(ci + Y
p
i ) with Yi = x−1i
and then
ΩC ′′/C |Uˆi = OC ′′ |Uˆi · dYi = OC ′′ |Uˆi · x−2i dxi.
By setting t = g−1i xi = g−1j xj on Ui ∩ Uj, we have
x−2i dxi = x−2i gidt = g−1i t−2dt
and so thatwehaveΩC ′′/C |Uˆi ∼= pi∗OC (D)|Uˆi . Consequently,wehaveΩC ′′/C ∼= pi∗OC (D), locally free of rank1, as required. 
The following result first appeared inMukai’s paper in Japanese [3, Prop. 5] with a brief outline of the proof and his result
is for varieties of arbitrary dimensions. We give here a detailed proof in the case of curves for the readers convenience.
Theorem 3. Let C be a pre-Tango curve. Then C ′′ is smooth if and only if C is Tango.
Proof. In the following we will denote the restriction of pi : P −→ C to C ′′ ⊂ P also by pi . Now we consider the sequence
0 −→ pi∗OC (pD) df−→pi∗ΩC ψ−→ΩC ′′ ρ−→ΩC ′′/C −→ 0 (6)
where df is the multiplication by df = {(gpi dci)}i. The exactness of pi∗ΩC −→ ΩC ′′ −→ ΩC ′′/C −→ 0 is well known. The
multiplication by df is injective since dci 6= 0 and C is smooth. Moreover we have Kerψ ⊃ Im df . To see this we have only
to show that ψ(dci), which is by definition the Kähler differential of the image of ci by pi ] : OC −→ OC ′′ , is trivial. But this
is immediate since, by Proposition 1, pi ] : OC −→ OC ′′ is locally the canonical inclusion OC ↪→ OC [x, y]/(cixp + yp). Thus
(6) is exact if and only if Kerψ ⊂ Im df .
NowΩC is locally free of rank 1 since C is smooth. Thenwe know by Nakayama’s lemma that C being Tango, i.e. (dci) = 0
is equivalent with Coker(df ) = 0. This implies that (6) is exact, and then we have ΩC ′′ ∼= ΩC ′′/C , which is locally free of
rank 1 by Lemma 2, and C ′′ is smooth. Conversely, assume that C ′′ is smooth. Then since ΩC ′′/C and ΩC ′′ are locally free
module of rank 1, we must have Ker ρ = Imψ = 0 so that we have Coker(df ) = 0, i.e., C is Tango. 
2.5. Construction of cyclic cover of P ramified at E + C ′′
In this section, we will construct a cyclic cover X of P of suitable degree ramified at E + C ′′. Recall e from 2.2 as well as
N . We choose ` ≥ 2 such that ` | p+ 1 and ` | e, and set
M := OP
(
−p+ 1
`
)
⊗ pi∗N s where s = pe
`
.
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Then we haveM−` = OP(E + C ′′). Now we define an OP -algebra structure in⊕`−1i=0 Mi with the multiplication defined by
Mi ×Mj −→ Mi+j
(a, b) 7→ a⊗ b
if i+ j ≤ `− 1 and
Mi ×Mj −→ Mi+j−`
(a, b) 7→ a⊗ b⊗ ζ
if i+ j > `, with ζ = s⊗ t ′′ where s and t ′′ are the global sections defining E and C ′′. Then we obtain
ψ : X := Spec
(
`−1⊕
i=0
Mi
)
−→ P,
which is the cyclic cover of the ruled surface P ramified at E + C ′′ of degree `, where Spec denotes the affine morphism.
Now we will define φ = pi ◦ ψ : X → C .
Remark 2. φ : X → C is an extension of Raynaud’s original counter-example to Kodaira vanishing. Namely, let C be a Tango
curve and let e = ` = 3 if p = 2 and e = ` = 2 if p ≥ 3, then we obtain the example as given in [1].
We define E˜ = ψ−1(E) and C˜ ′′ = ψ−1(C ′′), then we have
`E˜ = ψ∗E and `C˜ ′′ = ψ∗C ′′ (7)
and
ψ∗OX =
`−1⊕
i=0
Mi. (8)
Moreover, we have the following, which will be used later.
Lemma 4. For k ≥ 1, we have ψ∗OX (−kE˜) ∼= OP(−kE)⊕⊕`−1i=1 Mi.
Proof. From the exact sequence
0 −→ OX (−kE˜) −→ OX −→ OkE˜ −→ 0,
we obtain by (8)
0 −→ ψ∗OX (−kE˜) −→
`−1⊕
i=0
Mi −→ ψ∗OkE˜ −→ R1ψ∗OX (−kE˜),
where R1ψ∗OX (−E˜) = 0 since ψ : X → P is an affine morphism. Also since ψ : E˜ ∼= E, we have ψ∗OkE˜ ∼= OkE = OP/
OP(−kE). Then we obtain the following diagram:
0 −→ ψ∗OX (−kE˜) −→ OP ⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
Mi −→ ψ∗OkE˜ −→ 0
|| || || ||
0 −→ OP(−kE)⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
Mi −→ OP ⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
Mi −→ OP/OP(−kE) −→ 0
from which we have ψ∗OX (−kE˜) ∼= OP(−kE)⊕⊕`−1i=1 Mi by 5-lemma. 
Our surface X is at least normal even if E + C ′′ is singular, namely in the case that C is pre-Tango but not Tango (see
Theorem 3). To prove this fact we use a result by Esnault–Viehweg. Let Y be a variety, H an invertible sheaf over Y and
E = ∑rj=1 αjEj an effective divisor such that H` = OX (E) for some integer ` ≥ 2. We define H (i) := H i ⊗ OX (−[ i`E]),
where [· · ·] denotes the round down, and setA :=⊕`−1i=0 H (i)−1. Then we have
Proposition 5 (cf. Claim 3.12 of [18]). The canonical morphism Spec(A) −→ Y is finite and Spec(A) is normal.
Corollary 6. For every pre-Tango curve C, the above constructed surface X is normal. In particular, X is Cohen–Macaulay.
Moreover, X is smooth if C is a Tango curve.
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Proof. We apply Proposition 5 in the case of (X,H, `, E) := (P,M−1, `, E + C ′′). Since C ′′ and E are reduced curves, we
have OP([ i` (E + C ′′)]) = OP for 0 ≤ i ≤ `− 1. Thus Spec(A) is nothing but our surface X and normal. Since dim X = 2, we
know that X is Cohen–Macaulay by Serre’s (S2) condition. The final statement follows from Theorem 3. 
Remark 3. The cyclic cover constructed by Mukai [3] is more general than ours. Let L,D,N , e be as in 2.5. Choose ` ≥ 2
such that ` | e and (`, p) = 1. Notice that the last condition is weaker than our condition ` | (p+ 1). Mukai’s construction
is as follows. For any α ∈ N such that ` | (p+ α)we write
0 ∼ C ′′ − pE + ppi∗(D) = C ′′ + αE + `K with K := −p+ α
`
E + p
`
pi∗D
and set
Mα := OP(K) = OP
(
−p+ α
`
)
⊗ pi∗N s where s = pe
`
.
Then, we haveM−`α = OP(C ′′ + αE). Now we consider
ψ ′ : X ′ := Spec
`−1⊕
i=0
Miα −→ P,
which is normal if and only if α = 1. Thus we take the normalization X of X ′ to obtain the cyclic cover φ : X → P . For
the polarization Z giving a Kodaira non-vanishing, Mukai gives Z = OX ((` − 1)E˜) ⊗ φ∗N s with s = e` , where E˜ = φ−1E
Corollary 6 also holds for this construction. But the normalization f : X → X ′makes it difficult to compute the cohomologies
H i(X,Zn) = H i(X ′, f∗Zn) for n ∈ Z.
3. Basic properties of the surfaces
We will show some basic properties of our surface X . Also we will define the Mumford–Szpiro type polarization (X,Z)
in the end of this section.
The cross section E˜ ⊂ X has a positive self-intersection number.
Proposition 7. The self-intersection number of E˜ is E˜2 = 1
`
· degD (>0).
Proof. We compute E˜2 =
(
ψ∗(E)
`
,
ψ∗(E)
`
)
= degψ
`2
· E2 = 1
`
· E2 = 1
`
· degD. 
Now we consider the canonical divisor KX .
Proposition 8. KX ∼ φ∗
(
KC − p`−p−`` · D
)
+ (p`− p− `− 1)E˜.
Proof. We have KX ∼ ψ∗KP + (` − 1)E˜ + (` − 1)C˜ ′′ by the branch formula. Applying ψ∗ to C ′′ ∼ pE − ppi∗D to obtain
C˜ ′′ ∼ pE˜− p
`
·φ∗(D). Then a direct computation, together with the well-known formula KP = −2E+pi∗KC +pi∗(D), shows
the required result. 
Proposition 9. KX is ample if (p, `) = (3, 4) or p ≥ 5.
Proof. We have KX = φ∗A + B, where A = KC − (p` − p − `)D/`, B = (p` − p − ` − 1)E˜ by Proposition 8. Since
0 < degD ≤ 2(g−1)p and g ≥ 2, we see deg A > 0. Also we see that deg B ≤ 0 if and only if (p, `) = (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2).
Thus, since ` | (p + 1), we have deg B > 0 if and only if (p, `) = (3, 4) and p ≥ 5. In these cases, we have K 2X > 0
and KX .H > 0 for every irreducible curve H ∈ Pic(P) in P by Proposition 7 (cf. Prop. V.2.3 [19]). Thus KX is ample by
Nakai–Moishezon criterion. 
Now we are interested in whether H1(X, K−1X ) = 0 holds if KX is ample.
Lemma 10. We have
H1(X, K−1X ) =
`−1⊕
i=0
H1
(
P, K−1P −
(p+ 1)(`− 1+ i)
`
E + p(`− 1+ i)
`
pi∗D
)
.
Proof. Since ψ : X → P is an affine morphism, we have H1(X, K−1X ) = H1(P, ψ∗(K−1X )). By branch formula and C ′′ ∼
pE − ppi∗D, we have
K−1X = ψ∗
(
K−1P −
(p+ 1)(`− 1)
`
E + p(`− 1)
`
pi∗D
)
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so that
ψ∗(OX (K−1X )) = ψ∗OX ⊗OX OP
(
K−1P −
(p+ 1)(`− 1)
`
E + p(`− 1)
`
pi∗D
)
where ψ∗OX =⊕`−1i=0 Mi. Then we obtain the above stated result. 
Since Kodaira vanishing holds for P (see [3,13]), to show that H1(X, K−1X ) = 0 we have only to show that
Li := KP + (p+ 1)(`− 1+ i)
`
E − p(`− 1+ i)
`
pi∗D
are ample for i = 0, . . . , `− 1.
Proposition 11. H1(X, K−1X ) = 0 holds for p ≥ 5 or p = 3 and ` = e = 4.
Proof. Let f be any fiber of pi : P → C . Then we have pi∗D = degD · f and the numerical equivalence KP ≡ −2E + 2(g −
1) · f+ degD · f. Thus we have Li ≡ ui · E + vi · fwhere
ui := (p+ 1)(`− 1+ i)
`
− 2, vi := 2g − 2− p`− p− `+ pi
`
· degD.
Then, using the condition ` | (p + 1), we can show that Li · E > 0 and Li · f > 0 if p ≥ 5 or p = 3 and ` = e = 4. Also a
straightforward computation shows that L2i > 0. Then by Nakai–Moishezon’s criteria, Li, i = 0, . . . , `− 1, are ample. 
Next we consider the fibers Xy := φ−1(y) (⊂ X) for y ∈ C .
Proposition 12. Every Xy has a singularity at the intersection with the curve C˜ ′′, which is the cusp of the form Z` = W p.
Proof. The fiber Xymay have singularities at the intersectionwith E˜+ C˜ ′′, which are the inverse image of P1∩(E+C ′′) (⊂ P)
byψ . By Proposition 1, C ′′ ⊂ P is locally defined by the equations ciXp+Y p ∈ OUi [X, Y ]with y ∈ Ui. Thus Z = (ciXp+Y p)1/`
is a local coordinate of φ−1(Ui) ⊂ X . Setting the new coordinateW = c1/pi X + Y we have Z` = W p as required. Moreover,
a similar argument shows that φ−1 ∩ E is not singular (cf. Remark 1). 
Although Xy is birational with P1, it has a positive geometric genus.
Proposition 13. The geometric genus of Xy is (`−1)(p−1)2 (>0).
Proof. By normalization, we can assume that Xy is smooth and ψy = ψ |Xy : φ−1(y) −→ P1 ∼= pi−1(y), y ∈ C , is a finite
separated morphism. By taking the normalization, we can assume from the beginning that Xy := φ−1(y) is a smooth curve
and the degree degψy (=`) is preserved. Also the ramification divisor for ψy is (`− 1)(E˜ ∩ Xy)+ (`− 1)(C˜ ′′ ∩ Xy), whose
degree is (`− 1)(p+ 1). Thus by Hurwitz formula we obtain the required result. 
Mumford and Szpiro generalized Raynaud’s examples and obtained the following result.
Theorem 14 (Mumford and Szpiro [8,9]). Let φ : X → C be a fibration from a smooth projective surface to a smooth projective
curve and assume that each fiber is reduced and irreducible with positive geometric genus. Then if there exists a cross section Γ ⊂
X of φ with positive self-intersection number, we have (i) Z = OX (Γ )⊗ φ∗(φ∗OX (Γ )|Γ ) is ample, and (ii) H1(X,Z−1) 6= 0.
By Propositions 7 and 13, we know that our surface X is an instance of this theorem when Γ = E˜. Moreover,
Proposition 15. In this case, we have Z = OX (E˜)⊗ φ∗N e/` = OX (D˜) where D˜ = ψ−1(E)+ φ−1D′ with D′ = 1`D.
Proof. We have φ∗OX (E˜)|E˜ = φ∗(OX (E˜)⊗OE˜) = (pi∗ ◦ψ∗)(ψ∗OP( 1`E)⊗OE˜) = pi∗(ψ∗OE˜ ⊗OP( 1`E)). Now from the short
exact sequence
0 −→ OX (−E˜) −→ OX −→ OE˜ −→ 0
we obtain,
0 −→ ψ∗OX (−E˜) −→ ψ∗OX −→ ψ∗OE˜ −→ R1ψ∗OX (−E˜)
and R1ψ∗OX (−E˜) = 0 since ψ is an affine morphism. Thus by Lemma 4 we have
ψ∗OE˜ ∼= ψ∗OX/ψ∗OX (−E˜) ∼=
`−1⊕
i=0
Mi
OP(−E)⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
Mi
∼= OE,
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and then
φ∗OX (E˜)|E˜ = pi∗
(
OE ⊗ OP
(
1
`
E
))
= OC
(
1
`
D
)
(= N e/`)
since E is the canonical section of pi : P → C . 
Definition 1. We call the ample invertible sheaf Z given in Proposition 15 the Mumford–Szpiro type polarization for our
surface X .
Notice that if e = ` = 2 when chark ≥ 3 and e = ` = 3 when chark = 2 then Z in Proposition 15 is the same as the
ample invertible sheaf of Raynaud’s counter-example to Kodaira vanishing.
4. Kodaira non-vanishing for powers of Mumford–Szpiro type polarization
Aswe have seen in the previous section, ourMumford–Szpiro type polarization (X,Z) is a natural extension of Raynaud’s
counter-examples with H1(X,Z−1) 6= 0. In this section, we will show that we have more non-vanishing. Namely, there
exists N > 0 such that H1(X,Z−n) 6= 0 for all nwith 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
In the following, let C , E , e, ` and N are as in Section 2. First of all, we summarize the well-known facts about ruled
surfaces, which are necessary in our computation.
Lemma 16. For the ruled surface pi : P = P(E) −→ C, we have
(i) pi∗OP(k) = Sk(E), which is the kth component of the symmetric algebra S(E). We will understand Sk(E) = 0 for k < 0.
(ii)
R1pi∗OP(n) =
{
0 if n ≥ −1
S−n−2(E)∨ ⊗L∨ if n ≤ −2.
Proof. (i) is Proposition II.7.11(a) [19]. Now we have R1pi∗OP(n) = pi∗OP(−(n + 2))∨ ⊗ L∨ by Exer. III.8.4(c) [19]. Then
applying (i) we obtain (ii), cf. Appendix A [20]. 
Proposition 17. For any 1 ≤ m and k < e, we have H0(C, Sm(E)∨ ⊗N k) = 0.
Proof. Since rank E = 2 andL is the surjective image of E , we have rank Sm(E) = m+ 1 and there exists a filtration
0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fm ⊂ Fm+1 = Sm(E)
such that Fj is a locally free sheaf of rankFj = j and
0 −→ Fj−1 −→ Fj −→ Lj −→ 0
for j = 1, . . . ,m+ 1. Now taking the dual, tensoring byN k and taking the global sections, we have for j = 2, . . . ,m+ 1
0 −→ H0(C,L−j ⊗N k) −→ H0(C,F ∨j ⊗N k)
ψj−→H0(C,F ∨j−1 ⊗N k).
If degLj ⊗N −k = (ej− k) · degN > 0, i.e. ej > k, we have H0(C,L−j ⊗N k) = 0 so that ψj is an inclusion. Thus we have
ψ2 ◦ · · · ◦ ψm+1 : H0(C, Sm(E)∨ ⊗N k) ⊂ H0(C,F ∨1 ⊗N k) = H0(C,L−1 ⊗N k)
if ej > k for all j = 2, . . . ,m + 1, i.e. if 2e > k. Now H0(C,L−1 ⊗ N k) = 0 and thus H0(C, Sm(E)∨ ⊗ N k) = 0, if
degL−1 ⊗N k = (k− e) · degN < 0, i.e. if e > k. 
Now we can prove
Theorem 18. For n < 0, we have
H1(X,Zn) =
`−1⊕
i=1
H0(C, S
i(p+1)
`
−2(E)∨ ⊗N ip−`+n` ) where we set N` = N e/`.
Proof. Consider a part of the 5-term exact sequence
0 −→ H1(C, φ∗Zn) −→ H1(X,Zn) −→ H0(C, R1φ∗Zn) −→ H2(C, φ∗Zn)
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for the Leray spectral sequence Ep,q2 = Hp(C, Rqφ∗Zn) ⇒ Hp+q(X,Zn). We have H2(C, φ∗Zn) = 0 since dim C = 1, and
moreover an easy calculation using Lemma 4 shows
H1(C, φ∗Zn) = H1(C, pi∗OP(n)⊗N n` )⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
H1
(
C, pi∗OP
(
− i(p+ 1)
`
)
⊗N ip+n`
)
and this is= 0 by Lemma 16 (i). Thus, we have
H1(X,Zn) = H0(C, R1φ∗Zn) (n < 0). (9)
On the other hand, in a part of the 5-term exact sequence
0 −→ R1pi∗(ψ∗Zn) −→ R1φ∗Zn −→ pi∗(R1ψ∗Zn)
for ψ : X → P and pi : P → C , we have R1ψ∗Zn = 0 since ψ is an affine morphism. Thus we have
R1φ∗Zn = R1pi∗(ψ∗Zn) (n ∈ Z). (10)
Now an easy calculation using Lemmas 4 and 16(ii) shows
R1pi∗(ψ∗Zn) =

`−1⊕
i=1
R1pi∗Mi ⊗N −1` if n = −1
S−n−2(E)∨ ⊗N n−`` ⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
R1pi∗Mi ⊗N n` if n ≤ −2.
But by Proposition 17 and degN` > 0, we have
H0(C, S−n−2(E)∨ ⊗N n−`` ) = 0 for n ≤ −2.
Thus by (9) and (10) we have
H1(X,Zn) =
`−1⊕
i=1
H0(C, R1pi∗Mi ⊗N n` ). (11)
By relative Serre duality, the well-known formula ωP/C = OP(−2)⊗ pi∗L and Lemma 16(i), we compute
R1pi∗Mi ∼= pi∗(M−i ⊗ ωP/C )∨ = S i(p+1)` −2(E)∨ ⊗N ip−``
and we obtain the above stated result. 
As an application of Theorem 18, we have the following non-vanishing result.
Theorem 19. H1(X,Zn) 6= 0 for every n such that −(`− d 2`p+1e) ≤ n ≤ −1, where d· · ·e denotes the round up.
Proof. SinceL = N e = N `` is the surjective image of E (cf. (3)), we have the short exact sequence
S
k
` (E) −→ N k` −→ 0
for any k ∈ N such that ` | k. Taking the dual and tensoring byN k` , we obtain
0 −→ OC −→ S k` (E)∨ ⊗N k` .
Then we have
k = H0(C,OC ) ⊂ H0(C, S k` (E)∨ ⊗N k` ).
Applying this result, we know that the term H0(C, S
i(p+1)
`
−2(E)∨ ⊗N ip−`+n` ), 1 ≤ i ≤ `− 1, in Theorem 18 is non-trivial if
i(p+ 1)
`
− 2 ≥ 0 and `
(
i(p+ 1)
`
− 2
)
= ip− `+ n,
namely n = −(`− i), with d 2`p+1e ≤ i ≤ `− 1. 
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5. Other families of non-vanishing polarizations
We have considered the Mumford–Szpiro type polarization and its powers. In this section, we show that much more
varieties of polarizations can serve as counter-examples to Kodaira vanishing. We first consider
Za,b := OX (aE˜)⊗ φ∗N b` (a, b ≥ 1).
Proposition 20. Za,b is ample.
Proof. We have E2 = degD > 0 and also E · C > 0 for every irreducible curve C ∈ P (see Prop. V.2.3 [19]). Thus OP(nE),
n > 0, is ample by Nakai–Moishezon criteria and, since ψ : X → P is a finite morphism, ψ∗OP(nE) = OX (`nE˜), n > 0,
is also ample. In particular, OX (aE˜), a ≥ 1, is ample. On the other hand, N b` = N be/`, b ≥ 1, is ample so that in particular
pi∗N b` is semi-ample (i.e., its sufficiently large powers are generated by global sections). Consequently, OX (aE˜) ⊗ φ∗N b` is
ample. 
Then, by carrying out a similar argument to the proofs of Theorems 18 and 19, we have
Theorem 21. H1(X,Z−1a,b) 6= 0 for all a ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ b ≤ `− 1.
Proof. Let Q be an invertible sheaf on C and set Z = OX (aE˜)⊗ φ∗Q. Now consider the following Leray spectral sequence
of φ : X −→ C
Ep,q2 = Hp(C, Rqφ∗Z−1)⇒ Hp+q(X,Z−1) (p ≥ 0).
We have E2,02 = 0 since dim C = 1. Then by the 5-term exact sequence we have
H1(X,Z−1) −→ H0(C, R1φ∗Z−1) −→ 0.
Thus we have only to show H0(C, R1φ∗Z−1) = H0(C, R1φ∗OX (−aE˜)⊗Q−1) 6= 0. Considering the 5-term exact sequence
0 −→ R1pi∗(ψ∗OX (−aE˜)) −→ R1(pi ◦ ψ)∗OX (−aE˜) −→ pi∗(R1ψ∗OX (−aE˜)),
where R1ψ∗OX (−aE˜) = 0 since ψ : X → P is an affine morphism, we have
R1φ∗OX (−aE˜) = R1(pi ◦ ψ)∗OX (−aE˜) ∼= R1pi∗(ψ∗OX (−aE˜)).
Thus by Lemma 4 we obtain
R1φ∗OX (−aE˜) = R1pi∗OP(−aE)⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
(R1pi∗Mi)
= R1pi∗OP(−aE)⊕
`−1⊕
i=1
(S(ip+i−2`)/`(E)⊗N (`−ip)e/`)∨.
We note that the last equation is shown in the end of the proof of Theorem 18. Thus we have
H0(C, R1φ∗OX (−aE˜)⊗Q−1) ⊇
`−1⊕
i=1
H0(C, (S(ip+i−2`)/`(E)⊗N (`−ip)e/`)∨ ⊗Q−1).
(Actually we can show that this inclusion is really an equation.)
On the other hand, from E −→ L −→ 0 we have
S(ip+i−2`)/`(E)⊗N (`−ip)e/` −→ L(ip+i−2`)/` ⊗N (`−ip)e/` −→ 0.
Taking the dual and tensoring byQ−1, we have
0 −→ (L(ip+i−2`)/` ⊗N (`−ip)e/`)∨ ⊗Q−1 −→ (S(ip+i−2`)/`(E)⊗N (`−ip)e/`)∨ ⊗Q−1
and
(L(ip+i−2`)/` ⊗N (`−ip)e/`)∨ = (N (ip+i−2`)e/` ⊗N (`−ip)e/`)∨ = N (`−i)e/`.
Thus we have for i = 1, . . . , `− 1
H0(C,N (`−i)e/` ⊗Q−1) ⊂ H0(C, R1φ∗OX (−aE˜)⊗Q−1).
In particular, takingQ = N (`−i)e` = N `−i` with i = 1, . . . , `− 1, we have k ⊂ H0(C, R1φ∗OX (−aE˜)⊗Q−1) as required and
in this case Z is exactly what we defined. 
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